Grid Solutions
Whether you’re responsible for buying, managing
or utilizing low-cost energy for existing operations
or new projects, your organization no doubt
depends on you to deliver low-cost power,
reliable energy sources, data and insights.

Rely on a Trusted Source
AEP takes a holistic approach to commodity sourcing and strategy,
sustainability in renewables, efficiency and technology, utility
optimization and data analytics to tailor a complete energy solution
for your company, institution or governmental organization.
We leverage our knowledge of existing and emerging markets and
technologies across the United States to provide access to energy
supplies our customers might not know about and help them reduce
costs. And you can gain greater control of energy solutions because
they are based upon detailed analyses and insights derived from data
AEP collects about your energy usage along with market trends.

Let’s talk about how you can ensure reliable and low-cost energy. Learn more
about grid solutions at aeped.com or speak with your local AEP representative today.

Grid Solutions

Achieve your goals by partnering with AEP, our regulated companies and our other, non-regulated affiliates.
We provide complete, up-to-date information about energy options. Our unique, data-based insights enable
us to recommend customized solutions for energy supplies, distributed resources and renewable sources
that can help customers like you ensure consistent and reliable power.

Unique Grid Solutions
Premier Services for You

Benefits

Distributed Energy and
Energy Efficiency

Understand market trends and options to manage costs with technical
expertise, market knowledge, strategic recommendations and investment
capital from AEP for energy efficiency, solar, combined heat and power,
energy storage, substations, fuel cells, waste heat recovery and peaking
generation resources.

Energy Data Analytics

Identify and prioritize energy cost savings opportunities and efficiently
diagnose operating issues and needs based on insights shared by
AEP specialists.

Energy Supply

Meet business goals for lower energy costs by utilizing AEP energy supply,
advisory and sourcing services for electricity and gas in jurisdictions
where customers can choose suppliers.

Renewable Energy

Understand your renewable energy options through advanced market
intelligence and insights, and achieve your sustainability objectives through
expert sourcing of renewable solar and wind power, tailored by AEP to your
locations and renewable energy goals.

Let’s talk about how you can ensure reliable and low-cost energy. Learn more
about grid solutions at aeped.com or speak with your local AEP representative today.

